Massive peptide sharing between the Zika virus polyprotein and host tissue proteins could elicit significant host-pathogen interactions and cross-reactions leading to autoimmune diseases. This study found similarities in the Zika V proteins and human nerve tissue proteins. 63 human nerve proteins were screened for similarities with the Zika V of which Neuromodulin, Nestin, Galanin, Bombesin, Calcium-binding protein were found to have similarities to the Zika V poly protein C at different sequence regions. These sequence similarities could be significant in regulating pathogenic interactions/autoimmunity, as Polyprotein C is known to be a virulent factor.
The molecular mechanism of the pathogen's interaction with the host and its use in drug discovery is at an experimental stage [8, 9] . Though the pathogenic pathway of infectious agents across various host tissues is distinctive and often undefined, many of these processes can be attributed to a role of molecular mimicry between pathogen and its corresponding host tissue proteins [10, 11] . A study identified the sequence and structural similarities between Mycobacterium leprae and the immunoglobulin regions of Myelin P0, which could be the contributing factor to autoimmunity to myelin P0 amongst Leprosy patients with peripheral nerve damage [12] [13] [14] [15] . The sequence and structural similarities between the Zika V Virulant Factor and host nerve peptides could directly or indirectly impact the pathogenesis of the disease [16] . There is insilco evidence revealing massive peptide sharing between the Zika V protein and host tissue proteins causing cross-reactions inducing autoimmunity. Recent research demonstrated reveals the expression of unique transcriptomic signatures in Zika V infected human neural stem cells [17, 18] .
However, to the best of our knowledge there is no report on major human nerve tissue protein similarities to the Zika V proteins. The hypothesis is that sequence and structural similarities (mimics) that exist in the host nerve and pathogen proteins include significant host-pathogen cross reactions -i.e. in receptor binding, steric hindrance, signalling/transmission, metabolic alteration, inflammation and auto-antibody production, which could ultimately lead to aberrant development of neurons and neuropathy [19, 20] . To assess whether such sequence similarities /molecular mimics occurred between the Zika V and the human host, we compared the peptide sequence of 63 proteins expressed in the human nerve tissue with that of the peptide sequence of the Zika V polyprotein with the use of bioinformatic tools.
Methodology:
64 human nerve proteins were selected to be BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool; Version 2.2.28; e-value ≤ 0.01) against the Zika V proteome (Tax ID 64320). The peptide sequence similarities between the host and counterpart proteins were identified in the PSI-Blast (BLASTP 2.6.0+) by their aa/nucleotide positions [21] .
Selection of nerve proteins:
64 proteins ( Table 1) that were enriched and enhanced in the nervous tissue demonstrated by immunohisochemistry were extracted from the Human Protein Atlas Database (www.proteinatlas.org). FASTA formats for each of the above proteins were retrieved from NCBI PubMed and were saved in a Microsoft notepad to be BLAST against the Zika V proteome (Tax ID 64320). The output of the BLAST identified significant peptide sequence similarities between the human protein and its pathogen counterpart. Similarities identified in the peptide sequence region of Neuromodulin was superimposed on the of the viral protein Cryo-em structure of the immature Zika V structure (PDB ID: 5U4W_A) using the Visual Molecular Dynamics 1.9.1 (VMD) modelling software.
Results:
Nestin, Bombesin, Galanin, Calcium Binding Protein and Neuromodulin were found to mimic the Cryoem-protein and various other peptide regions of the polyprotein C in the Zika V proteome. 
Discussion:
Bioinformatics is an exciting; exploratory method for peptide discovery towards the development of antimicrobial therapies and vaccination strategies [24] . The approach to identifying the similarities between host cell-viral proteins has now become facile with the extensive genomic and protein databases that exist [25] . The present study selected 63 human nerve proteins of which peptides of the Neuromodulin, Nestin, Bombesin, Galanin and Calcium-binding protein were found to have mimics with the Zika V proteins. The study discovered multiple similarity regions in polyprotein C of Zika V. This approach was different from the earlier published method, which selected pentapeptide epitopes in the human proteome database and BLAST against the Zika V proteome sequence. A vast number of pentapeptide matching/mimics was observed which were putative epitopes for autoimmunity. Our data strengthened the hypothesis of host autoimmunity due to the sequence and structural mimics of the Zika V with host peptides larger than pentapeptide [19] . In addition to causing autoimmunity in the host, the similarities could also have an influence on other metabolic pathways of the host cell. Human nerve protein Neuromodulin is a component of the motile growth cones. It is a membrane protein whose expression is widely correlated with nerve growth (axon elongation and effective regeneration response) [26] . Although the biological role of Neuromodulin is undetermined, the Nterminal region contains a calmodulin binding domain, sites for fatty acylation, membrane attachment and a protein kinase C phosphorylation site (Uniprot Data). A structural prediction of the C-terminal region suggests similarities to the side arms of neurofilaments, which could ultimately have a role in the formation of a dynamic membrane-cytoskeleton-calmodulin complex [27] . The sequence similarities identified in Zika V and Neuromodulin could alter membrane signal transduction and function of neurofilaments in the neuron, influence viral replication and further impair the immune surveillance system. The functionally relevant step after this is to publish the wet experimental data of confirmed mimics. These similarityoverlapping regions will be interesting to analyse by wet experimentation in cell culture and animal experimental models to better understand the mechanism of host-pathogen interaction and to identify potential targets for drug and vaccine discovery.
Conclusion:
This paper identified Zika viral Polyprotein C (virulent factor) sequence similarities to Human proteins Neuromodulin, Nestin, Bombesin, Galanin, Calcium-binding proteins all of which are significant in host functions in the nervous tissue. Multiple sequence alignment identified a distinct region of the polyprotein C (959-1659 aa which encompasses Non-structural protein 1, 2A, 2B and Serine protease NS3) having identities to all the five human proteins of this study. This region has critical functions involved in immune evasion, pathogenesis and viral replication. In summary, the identified regions of human nerve proteins and the Zika Viral polyprotein C warrants further experimentation on their role in the pathogenesis.
